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TES offers coaching and exhaustive reading materials for UGC National Eligibility Test (NET)
students of English. All our books are published by Bodhi Tree Books and Publications.

The Comprehensive Notes in English Literature
A must have collection in your library! This set comprises 27 books that
cover all three papers of the exam, including extensive reading materials and over 7000 multiple choice questions in English literature and
electives. These notes will supplement your preparations for exams
that have objective type tests as well as descriptive type tests.

DETAILS
OF
BOOKS

A Contemporary Encyclopedia of British Literature
Volume One
(Black & White Paperback & Multicolour Hardback)

Volume One
Size. A4, Pages. 267

A massive compilation of engaging, in-detail information with
vivid pictures and informative links, this book takes you through
British literature up to the Romantic Revival at the end of the 18th
century. This volume is one of the two volumes on British
literature, and part of an 8-volume encyclopedia series. The
approach is thoroughly interdisciplinary, and merits easy
comprehension even by average students.
Let’s hear from one of our readers: “Kalyani Vallath’s A
Contemporary Encyclopaedia of British Literature is a work that
deserves all the laurels and plaudits it receives from those who
peruse it. She has an innate ability to construct a narrative that
enables a reader to comprehend each period of British Literature
in its respective historical and contextual environment. She
details the evolution of literature in a succinctly descriptive
manner. The choice of presenting information through the
employment of bullet points substantially enhances the
readability of this exquisitely illustrated book.”

Volume Two

` 950.00 (Black & White)
ISBN - 97-88-1931828-1-9

This is a massive compilation of information on British literature
from the Romantic Revival till the present. This volume is the
second of three volumes on British literature, and part of an
8-volume encyclopedia series.

` 1700.00 (Colour)

Volume Three

ISBN - 97-88-1931828-0-2

This volume provides in-depth knowledge on British literature of
the 20th Century.

Size. A4

Size. A4

Pages. 281

Pages. 210

` 900.00

` 900.00
ISBN
97-88-1931828-7-1

Complete Guide to English Literature

Compact Guide to English Literature

True to the title, this book offers a compilation of
topics related to English literature, with objective
questions and answers culled from NET question
papers, and a full-scale, intensive question bank. A few
of the topics covered include, Brief History of British
Literature, Introduction to Literary Criticism and
Literary Theory, a discussion of important Concepts
and Movements Related to Cultural Theory, an
overview of Indian Writing in English, etc.

An indispensable book for a quick revision of topics
related to British literature, Compact Guide presents
information in condensed bullet points that are easy to
grasp. This book has an overview of all periods of
British literature, the most important authors and
works, and the major critical and theoretical approaches. This is one of the most popular books from Bodhi
Tree used by English literature students and
professionals all over the country.

Size. A4

Size. A5

Pages. 49

Pages. 155

` 300.00

` 300.00

ISBN
978-81-932587-3-6

ISBN
978-81-932587-0-5

A Companion to
English Language Teaching

A Companion to
Indian Writing in English

For a learner of English Language Teaching, this book
details the theories, methods and techniques of ELT,
aspects of teaching literature, the varieties of English
for Special Purposes, practices of Evaluation, etc. A
much needed reading material!

This book has for you a compilation of articles on
major authors and texts from the Indian English
canon. A literary area which is a focus of most of the
competitive exams these days, this book facilitates
have a detailed reading for greater understanding!

Size. A4

Size. A4

Pages. 40

Pages. 130

` 150.00

` 500.00

A Companion to Literary Criticism
This Guide offers a brief discussion of the major
critical approaches to English literature starting from
the Greek classical period to the age of TS Eliot and the
New Critics. Presented in lucid style, this book would
help you master these approaches without a trouble!

A Companion to Linguistics,
Commonwealth Literature and
American Literature
In this book, the basic concepts and texts of the
disciplines of Linguistics, American Literature and
Commonwealth Literature are discussed at length for
your learning.

Size. A4

Size. A4

Pages. 135

Pages. 276

` 400.00

` 900.00

A Companion to Literary
History and Literary Theory

A Companion to Literary Texts

If your aim is to acquire a fairly detailed outline of
British literary history and literary theory, this will be a
very useful and informative reference.

Size. A5 & A6
Pages. 130

` 500.00

With analytical summaries of important works from
the British literary canon, this book is a compilationfrom the time of Chaucer down to the present age.
Seize this copy for a quick reading and valuable
information.

A Q-A Book To A Contemporary
Encyclopedia of English Literature
A Question and Answer booklet based on
Contemporary Encyclopedia of British Literature

Size. A5

Size. A5

Pages. 245

Pages. 126

` 500.00

` 300.00
ISBN
97-88-1931828-8-8

What About Theory?

Glimpses of British Literature

What About Theory? is one of the most
prestigious publications of Bodhi Tree. This
comprehensive book on literary theory that
collates information from all major literary
theory texts, breaks down the world of stubborn
theories into simple learning bytes and is thus a
truly invaluable resource for English literature
students and professionals.

This book brings together short analytical
articles on the major aspects of texts from the
British literary canon. Thoroughly useful in
preparing for all sorts of exams, this book
provides a reading necessary for any student of
English literature.

Size. Crown1/4
Pages. 172

` 800.00
Size. A5
Pages. 126

` 500.00
ISBN
978-81-932587-8-1

From Canons to Trauma
Essays on Literature brings forth a selection of
wide-ranging topics relevant to literature
scholars. This collection opens with debates on
the social relevance of poetry and literature,
explores the paradigm shifts in literature areas
such as autobiography, travel writing and
narratives of the city up to the contemporary
discourse of trauma studies. The book is not
only an asset to scholars of literature, it also
gives room for intellectual debates in contemporary literary thought.

Just Read English Literature for
Competitive Examinations
A massive compendium of objective questions
on English literature, this volume includes rare
information on Irish, Scottish and Welsh
literatures. This book acts as an invaluable
revision guide for your in-depth preparation in
English literature and is a ready resource for
exams.

Hey, When Size. A5
was this ? Pages. 172
Literature
Timeline
Book

` 50.00
ISBN
97-88-932587-1-2

Easy Handbooks
A set of 4 easily comprehensible books, this set
provide a bird’s eye view of English Literature,
Indian Writing in English, literary works often
prescribed in university syllabi, and literary
terms from M.H. Abrams’s Glossary of Literary
Terms. These books are an essential kit for
starting off your exam preparation as well as for
last-minute revision. A must have in your reading
library!
Titles under this collection are...

Easy Handbook 1

A Treasurehouse of Multiple Choice
Questions on English Literature
A collection of 4500 multiple-choice questions in 5
books, the highlights of this collection are: (i) majority
of the questions are of an advanced nature, packed
with information, and requiring analytical skills to
solve (ii) the answers are supplemented with explanations (iii) the questions cover British, American,
European, Commonwealth and Indian literatures,
literary criticism and theory, and prosody. Without a
second thought, this set guarantees to give you a
perspective about Literature, thus giving a greater
thrust to your knowledge repository.
Titles in this series are

Size. A5
Pages. 56

What When Why How
Jumbo Literature
Answer Book

` 100.00
ISBN
978-81-932587-2-9

Size. A5
Pages. 396

Easy Handbook
for HSA and HSST

` 700.00
ISBN
97-88-1931828-2-6

Size. A5
Pages. 54

` 100.00
ISBN
978-81-932587-6-7

Question Pad II - V

Easy Handbook for
Indian Writing in English

Size. A5

` 500.00 each

Size. A5
Pages. 68

` 150.00

Pages. 130

ISBN
978-81-932587-4-3

Easy Handbook for
M.H.Abrams Glossary
Size. A5
Pages. 85

` 300.00
ISBN
97-88-1931828-9-5

Pages. 170

Pages. 186

Pages. 176

Size. A5

Size. A5

Pages. 115

Pages. 86

` 250.00

` 250.00

ISBN
97-88-1931828-5-7

ISBN
97-88-1931828-6-4

Western Philosophy in a Day

European History in a Day

This concise primer on Western philosophy is an
invaluable supplement to your preparation on
literary theory and culture. The book provides a
clear and interesting account of the history and
basic concepts of philosophy. The added
advantage? It can be read in a day!

This slim volume provides a succinct account of
European history, which is the essential
backdrop to any study of English literature at the
undergraduate and postgraduate levels. It is
both an interesting reading material and a
reference book. For a quick revision, this is a
go-to resource!

Size. A5
Size. A4
Pages. 53

` 200.00

Objective Questions and Sample
Answers on English Literature:
A Concise Companion
During exams students often fail to retrieve information from memory despite memorizing thousands of
answers. This is because they learn it without proper
understanding and a context. This book offers a series
of important objective questions supplemented with a
set of short answers. These short answers which form
the second part of this book help you to learn with an
understanding that is much needed for objective as
well as descriptive type of questions.

Pages. 116

` 400.00
ISBN
97-88-1931828-4-0

A Handbook on World Classics
With a very commanding syllabus that expects
extensive reading from learners of literature, this
succinct, point-wise introduction to 175 canonical works from World Literature gives all general
readers, students and teachers an opportunity to
brush through the stalwarts in the literary world.

Students Packages
Pack 1: ECONOMY SET

Pack 3: EXPANDED OB SET

If a quick revision is what you have in mind, this set
with 3 essential books on English Literature is for you.

Need a more exhaustive question set for competitive
exams? This set of 11 objective type books with
explanations is what you need!

2000.00 inclusive of Speed Post charges

4300.00 inclusive of Speed Post charges

Complete Guide
to English Literature

Compact Guide
Easy handbook on
to English Literature M.H. Abram’s Glossary

Pack 2: Objective Questions Set
A Treasurehouse of Multiple Choice Questions on
English Literature, titles in this series are...
(1) Question Pad 1- What, When, Why, How: Jumbo Literature
Answer Book, (2) Question Pad 2, (3) Question Pad 3, (4) Question
Pad 4, (5) Question Pad 5.
A collection of 4500 multiple-choice questions. With 5 objective
type books, and with explanations for answers, this is a much
needed collection for your competitive exams!

2800.00
inclusive of
Speed Post charges

1. Objective Questions and Sample Answers on English Literature
2. A Treasurehouse of Multiple Choice Questions on English Literature
(A collection of 4500 multiple-choice questions in 5 books:
Question Pad 1 - What, When, Why, How: Jumbo Literature
Answer Book, Question Pad 2, Question Pad 3, Question Pad 4,
Question Pad 5)
3. Just Read English Literature for Competitive Examinations
4. Easy Handbooks (A set of 4 easily comprehensible books:
Easy Handbook 1, Easy Handbook for HSA and HSST,
Easy Handbook for Indian Writing in English, and Easy Handbook
on M. H. Abram’s Glossary)

Pack 4: READING SET
For a guided reading in Literature, grab these 7 essential books
with reading matter that will support your in-depth preparation

3000.00 inclusive of Speed Post charges

A Companion to Literary History and Literary Theory
A Companion to Literary Texts
A Companion to Literary Criticism
A Companion to Linguistics, American Literature and
Commonwealth Literature
5. A Companion to Indian Writing in English
6. A Companion to English Language Teaching
7. What About Theory?

1. A Treasure house of Multiple Choice Questions on English Literature
(A collection of 4500 multiple-choice questions in 5 books:
Question Pad 1 - What, When, Why, How: Jumbo Literature Answer Book,
Question Pad 2, Question Pad 3, Question Pad 4, Question Pad 5)
2. A Companion to Literary History and Literary Theory
3. A Companion to Literary Texts
4. A Companion to Literary Criticism
5. A Companion to Linguistics, American Literature and Commonwealth Literature
6. A Companion to Indian Writing in English
6. What About Theory?
7. A Companion to English Language Teaching
8. A Handbook on World Classics

Pack 5: ESSENTIAL SET
This set of 13 books will be your
prerequisite for in-depth exam
preparation that would demand
both objective and descriptive
responses

6000.00
inclusive of Speed Post charges

26
COMPLETE SET
PACK 6:

1.
2.
3.
4.




10,000/-

INCLUSIVE OF SPEED POST CHARGES
With this package you save a huge

` 2500/-

Includes 26 books of essential as well as supplementary
learning materials; it is useful in preparing for all types of
exams in English literature and is also a valuable
keepsake for your educational, research and teaching
career.
This is the entire set of books published by Bodhi Tree for
TES for a holistic learning of English Literature. An
invaluable reading material thatis your devoted
companion for exam preparations, it has got objective
questions, description and other supplementary reading
materials guaranteed to boost your knowledge.

